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Abstract: Pitch value is an important consideration in residential gable roof design and 

construction. However, how roof pitch, coupled with air flows in attic space, affects the 

energy performance of building attics has been barely investigated. In this paper, a 2D 

unsteady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is employed to investigate the effects 

of roof pitch on air flow and heating load of both sealed and vented attics for gable-roof 

residential buildings. The simulation results show that air flow in the sealed attics is steady 

and asymmetric, while that in the vented attics is a combination of an essentially 

symmetric base flow and a periodically oscillating flow. For both the sealed and vented 

attic cases, the heating load is found to increase with the roof pitch, and the heat transfer of 

turbulent air flow in attic space can be satisfactorily correlated by a simple relationship 

between appropriately defined Nusselt number and Rayleigh number. 
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Nomenclature 

cp specific heat, J kg−1 K−1 

f elliptic relaxation function 

g gravitational acceleration, m s−2 

h heat transfer coefficient, W m−2 K−1  

H attic height, m  

k turbulence kinetic energy, m2 s−2 

L turbulence length scale, m 

Nu Nusselt number 

p pressure, Pa 

patm atmospheric pressure, Pa 

q heat flux, Wm−2 

OPEN ACCESS
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Q heat transfer rate, W/m 

R thermal resistance, K m2/W 

Ra Rayleigh number 

S strain rate, s−1 

tc ceiling thickness, m 

T temperature, K 

T0 reference temperature, K 

Tin inlet air temperature, K 

u velocity component, m/s 

2v  turbulence velocity variance scale, m2 s−2 

W half width of attic, m 

x,y coordinates, m 

Greek symbols 

β thermal expansion coefficient, K−1 

ε turbulence dissipation rate, m2 s−3 

λ thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1 

λc ceiling thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1 

µ molecular viscosity, kg m−1 s−1 

µt eddy viscosity, kg m−1 s−1 

ρ density, kg m−3 

σk effective turbulence Prandtl number for k 

σε effective turbulence Prandtl number for ε 

σT effective turbulence Prandtl number for T 

τ turbulence time scale, s 

Subscripts 

a air 

c ceiling 

cb ceiling-bottom 

ct ceiling-top 

r roof 

rb roof-bottom 

rt roof-top 

t total 

1. Introduction 

Pitched roofs are widely used in residential building construction. In general, houses in areas with 

more precipitations have steeper roofs. The steepness of a roof is quantitatively measured by roof 

pitch, which is usually expressed as a rational fraction between the vertical rise and the corresponding 

horizontal run distance.  

For a given roof footprint, a steeper roof requires a larger area of roof material and forms a larger 

and higher attic space. Therefore, it is natural to expect that roof pitch, coupled with air flows in attic 

space, will affect the energy performance of a building. The primary objective of this study is to 

numerically investigate the effects of roof pitch on air flow and heating load of sealed and vented attics 

for gable-roof residential buildings, which can be reasonably represented by 2D numerical models.  

Attic ventilation has been a common practice in the United States since 1940s [1]. For decades, the 

ASHRAE Handbook—Fundamentals has included recommendations for attic ventilation in residential 

roof construction, and many existing building codes across the United States (e.g., the BOCA National 

Building Code, International Building Code, Standard Building Code, and Uniform Building Code) 

require attic spaces to be ventilated [2]. Typically, the net free vent area (unobstructed area where air 

can freely flow from outside to inside to outside) is required to be 1/150 of the floor area of the attic 

space being ventilated, and a reduction of the ventilation ratio from 1/150 to 1/300 is allowed only if at 

least 50% of the ventilating area is in the upper portion of the space and a continuous vapor retarder is 

installed on the warm side of the ceiling in cold climates [3].  
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Despite these long-established guidelines for attic ventilation in residential building construction 

and retrofit, the technical data used to derive these ventilation requirements are very limited [2]. 

Recent research has suggested that the advantages and disadvantages of providing attic ventilation 

need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, i.e., ventilation should be treated as a design option 

instead of a universal requirement (e.g., [2,4]). It is anticipated that this study will help us to better 

understand the natural ventilation phenomenon in different attic designs, by providing quantitative data 

on how airflow and heating load are affected by roof pitches. The quantified relationship between roof 

pitches, and airflow and heating load will provide much-needed scientific guidance for residential  

roof design.  

The majority of the previous research on heat transfer in attic spaces is concerned with natural 

convection in triangular enclosures, as reviewed by Kamiyo et al. [5] and by Saha and Khan [6]. 

Although the air flow in real residential attics is almost always turbulent, a considerable number of 

experimental and numerical studies have been devoted to the analysis of flow and heat transfer under 

laminar conditions (e.g., [7–16]), and only a few studies investigated turbulent flow and heat transfer 

in sealed attics. For example, Ridouane et al. [17] employed a low-Reynolds-number k-ε model to 

simulate the turbulent natural convection in an air-filled isosceles triangular enclosure representing 

attic spaces under winter conditions, and Talabi et al. [18] numerically investigated the turbulent 

natural convections in sealed attics under both summer and winter conditions using the Reynolds stress 

turbulence model and considering both isothermal and isoflux boundary conditions. Air flow and  

heat transfer in vented attic spaces have been scarcely investigated in the past. For example,  

Medina et al. [19,20] proposed a correlation-based mathematical model for vented residential attics 

and compared model predictions with experimental data, and Moujaes and Alsaiegh [21] employed a 

finite element model to simulate the thermal effects of placing a radiant barrier system inside a vented 

residential attic for a case study under summer weather conditions. In a recent study [22], we 

employed a two-dimensional steady-state computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model to simulate the 

buoyancy-driven turbulent ventilation and heat transfer in a triangular attic space of a gable-roof 

residential building under winter conditions. The impacts of ambient air temperature, vent size, and 

ceiling insulation on heating load and ventilating air flow rate suggested that both sufficient ventilation 

and insulation are needed to ensure the proper functions of the attic and its energy efficiency. The attic 

studied in [22], however, was assumed to have a fixed roof pitch of 5/12.  

In the present study, the effects of roof pitch on the thermal performance of gable-roof residential 

buildings are investigated by simulating attics with roof pitches of 3/12, 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, 

respectively. For each roof pitch value, both a sealed attic case and a vented attic case are modeled. 

Similar to [22], the turbulent air flow and natural convection heat transfer inside the attics are modeled 

in terms of the v2f model [23–25], which has been shown by previous studies (e.g., [26–28]) to be the 

best Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model for indoor air flow simulation. A major 

difference from [22] is that an unsteady numerical formulation is adopted in this study, because the 

steady model could not produce convergent solutions for some cases with roof pitches higher than 

8/12, even after carefully adjusting the various under-relaxation factors. Unsteady RANS (URANS) 

modeling has been shown to be an effective approach to overcome numerical stiffness and improve 

solution convergence in previous studies for natural convection flows in enclosures [18,29–32]. Such 

an approach is also a recommended strategy in commercial CFD manuals [33] for solving natural 
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convection problems. In the following sections, the numerical model is introduced followed by 

detailed discussion of the numerical simulation results.  

2. Numerical Model 

A schematic diagram of a cross-section plan of the physical model is shown in Figure 1. In the 

direction perpendicular to the cross-section shown in Figure 1, it is assumed that the building is long 

enough to ignore the effects of the gable-end walls, and thus the problem is simplified to two 

dimensional. The modeled attic space is in a shape of an isosceles triangle, with a ceiling width of 2W 

and a height of H, resulting in a pitch of H/W. In this study, the modeled attic is assumed to have a 

fixed ceiling width of 8 m and a height varying between 1 m and 6 m, corresponding to a roof pitch 

varying from 3/12 to 18/12. For simplicity, neither roofs nor ceiling trusses are included in the model, 

and the computational domain is only occupied by air, which is assumed to be a Boussinesq fluid with 

a reference temperature, T0, that is specified to the outside ambient air temperature to correctly 

calculate the buoyancy effects. In all the cases reported in this study, T0 = 267 K is assumed. In order 

to correctly account for the thermal resistances of the ceiling and roofs, which are excluded from the 

computational domain, convection-type boundary conditions are applied to both the ceiling and roof 

boundaries. For example, energy balance across the ceiling thickness gives 

   cbctccb0
c

c
0 TThTT

ty

T
yy 







  (1) 

where T and λ are the temperature and thermal conductivity of air; tc and λc are the thickness  

and thermal conductivity of the ceiling; Tct and Tcb are the temperatures at the ceiling-top and  

ceiling-bottom, respectively; and the heat transfer coefficient hc is the reciprocal of the ceiling  

thermal resistance.  
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Figure 1. Schematic of the computational domain and boundary conditions for (a) sealed 

attics and (b) vented attics. 

(a) 

 

In this study, a ceiling-bottom temperature is specified to Tcb = 293 K, while a heat transfer 

coefficient of hc = 0.284 W/m2K is adopted to approximate a ceiling insulation level of R-20 

(simulating the thermal resistance of a layer of 15 cm thick glass fiber; in this paper, the R-value is 

used according to the U.S. convention, i.e., R-1 = 1 h·ft²·°F/Btu = 0.176110 Km2/W). Similarly, a  

roof-top temperature of Trt = 273 K and a heat transfer coefficient of hr = 4.73 W/m2K (equivalent to 

an insulation level of R-1.2) are specified to the roof boundaries to simulate a typical condition of a  

2 cm plywood roof covered by snow. It is obvious that the assumption of uniform ceiling-bottom and 

roof-top temperatures is an ideal simplification to the real thermal conditions of the modeled  

attics. However, for typical conditions when the indoor temperature only slightly varies along the  

ceiling-bottom and the roof-top is covered by snow, the simplified situation considered here still 

provides good approximation to the reality.  
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For all the cases investigated in this study, balanced vent areas are assumed. Both the left and right 

soffit vents are assumed to be 1 cm wide, while the ridge vent is assumed to 2 cm wide, resulting in a 

ventilation ratio of 1/200. For the sealed attic cases, as shown in Figure 1a, all the vents are represented 

by wall boundaries and assumed to be adiabatic. For the vented attic cases, as shown in Figure 1b, 

pressures at the soffit and ridge vents are all specified to the atmospheric pressure, patm. Therefore, the 

obtained air flow is purely driven by the thermally induced buoyancy forces, i.e., the stack effect.  

At the soffit vents, the inlet air is assumed to enter at the ambient temperature of 267 K with a 

turbulent intensity of 1%.  

Following the URANS approach to turbulence, the distributions of time-averaged air velocity u, 

pressure p, and temperature T in the attic space shown in Figure 1 are governed by the following 

continuity, momentum, and energy equations: 
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where ρ, µ, cp, λ, β, σT, Sij are air density, viscosity, specific heat, thermal conductivity, thermal 

expansion coefficient, Prandtl number, and strain rate, respectively. The unsteady terms in the above 

equations account for all unsteadiness that does not belong to the turbulence, i.e., the unsteadiness that 

is not represented by the turbulence model [30].  

The turbulence model employed in this study is the v2f model [23–25]. It is an eddy-viscosity 

model similar to the standard k-ε model, but incorporates near-wall turbulence anisotropy and  

non-local pressure-strain effects. As a general low-Reynolds-number turbulence model, the v2f model 

is valid all the way up to solid walls, and therefore does not need to make use of wall functions. In the 
v2f model, the eddy viscosity, t , is defined by 

 
2vCt   (5) 

where τ is the turbulence time scale and cµ is a constant. The eddy viscosity is determined from the 

following unsteady transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k, dissipation rate ε, velocity 

variance scale 2v , and elliptic relaxation function f: 
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where 

ijijt SSP 2  (10) 
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and the turbulence time scale and length scale are defined by  
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The model constants take the following default values [23–25]: 

3.1  ,1  ,85.0  ,23.0  ,22.0

  ,70  ,9.1  ,4.1  ,3.0  ,4.1  ,6.0 2121













kTLCC

CCCCC
 (14) 

The governing equations formulated above are solved by the commercial CFD software Ansys 

Fluent 13.0 [33], with the space variables being discretized by the finite volume method and time 

domain discretized by the fully implicit scheme. The SIMPLE algorithm is employed for solving the 

pressure and velocity coupling. The discretization of pressure is based on the PRESTO! scheme, while 

the QUICK scheme is adopted for all the other variables. Non-uniform quadrilateral-dominant grids 

are employed, and the boundaries are inflated with nodes tightly clustered near the walls to ensure that 

the y+ value for the first grid close to the walls is everywhere less than 1.  

The modeling results presented in this paper are based on grids consisting of about 30,000–50,000 

nodes and a time step size of 1 s. All the calculations start from initial conditions of zero velocity and 

uniform temperature. Within each time step, 20 iterations are executed. Numerical experiments show 

that decreasing the time step to 0.5 s or requiring 40 iterations in each time step generate negligible 

difference in solutions. In addition, a grid dependence test shows that refinement of the grids by 

doubling the node numbers results in less than 2% difference in the total mass flow rate and wall heat 

transfer rate results.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Sealed Attics 

For sealed attics with different roof pitches and subject to the boundary conditions depicted in 

Figure 1a, it turns out that all the calculations converge to steady solutions after ~3000 time steps. 

The predicted steady streamlines and isotherms are shown in Figure 2. Although the geometry and 

boundary conditions are symmetric about x = 0, the predicted air flows in the sealed attics are 

asymmetric, independent of the roof pitch variation. The asymmetric flow pattern found here is 

consistent with the previous numerical studies (e.g., [17,18,22]) and the experimental results of 

Holtzman et al. [10]. In this flow visualization experiment, smoke was slowly injected into an air-filled 

triangular enclosure, which was constructed of aluminum plates with milled passageways for 

circulating fluid to maintain isothermal surfaces and to impose a temperature difference between the 

base and upper walls. When the applied temperature difference was small, corresponding to low values 

of Grashof number, symmetric flow was observed in the isosceles triangle. 

However, as the Grashof number was increased above a critical value, the flow was observed to 

undergo a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation, in which case one of two possible mirror-image 

asymmetric flows was obtained, since the symmetric flow was no longer physically stable.  

The existence of multiple solutions above the pitchfork bifurcation point (including both stable and 

unstable solutions) necessitates that particular care be exercised during numerical simulation,  

e.g., setting sufficient iterations to allow finite numerical perturbations to grow, so that the solution  

can deviate from an unstable symmetric result and eventually converge to one of the two stable  

asymmetric results.  

For all the roof pitches investigated, both the flow and temperature fields shown in Figure 2 are 

dominated by multiple convection cells. Although the air flow in the biggest cell is always 

counterclockwise, while that in its neighboring small cells is always clockwise, the spatial distribution 

pattern of the convection cells constantly changes with the attic aspect ratio. It seems that the cells tend 

to line horizontally in the low pitched attics but sit one over another in the high pitched attics. 

Furthermore, the streamlines in Figure 2 show that the intensities of the major vortices increase with 

the roof pitch and control the pattern change in isotherms. The observed increase of vortex intensity 

with roof pitch is a manifest of the controlling role of Rayleigh number, which is proportional to the 

cubic of attic height, on the intensity of natural convection in sealed attics. It can also be observed in 

Figure 2 that for all the roof pitch cases, the predicted isotherms are tightly clustered along the ceiling 

and roof walls, manifesting the slenderness of the turbulence boundary layers, and elevated along a 

rising hot plume where the biggest convection cell meets its right-hand neighboring cell. 

Figure 3 shows the predicted steady profiles of horizontal velocity and temperature along x = 0.  

The air flow directions are clearly controlled by the convection cell distributions, and the peak air flow 

rates generally increase with the roof pitch, as a stronger turbulent natural convection occurs at a 

higher Rayleigh number associated with a higher pitch. On the other hand, the predicted air 

temperatures along x = 0 are quite uniform within the height range of 0.05 < y/H < 0.9 (in contrast to 

the sharp variation within the near-wall boundary layers) and decrease with the increasing roof pitch. 

Such a dependence of attic air temperature on the roof pitch is also evident in Figure 4, which shows 
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the predicted steady temperature distributions at the ceiling-top and roof-bottom boundaries. The peaks 

and valleys of the curves in Figure 4 clearly exhibit the control role of the convection cells on the 

temperature distributions. Furthermore, it can be observed that both the average ceiling-top (Figure 4a) 

and roof-bottom (Figure 4b) temperatures tend to decrease, as the roof pitch increases. The decrease of 

the average ceiling-top temperature with the increasing roof pitch shown in Figure 4a is a consequence 

of that a stronger natural convection accompanying a higher roof pitch.  

Figure 2. Predicted (left) steady streamlines (in kg/m s) and (right) isotherms (in K) in 

sealed attics with roof pitches of 3/12, 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, respectively. 
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Figure 3. Predicted steady profiles of (a) horizontal velocity and (b) temperature along the 

central vertical line x = 0 for sealed attics with different roof pitches.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Predicted steady temperatures at the ceiling (a) and roof (b) boundaries for 

sealed attics with different roof pitches. 

(a) (b) 

For the given ceiling-bottom temperature of 293 K, a decrease in the ceiling-top temperature 

indicates a greater temperature difference across the ceiling thickness and thus an increase in the attic 

heat loss, reflecting the enhanced heat transfer effect associated with a stronger natural convection.  

The decrease of the average roof-bottom temperature with the increasing roof pitch shown in Figure 4b 

indicates that the heat flux across the roof boundary decreases as a result of reduced temperature 

difference across the roof thickness. However, this decrease in roof heat flux is over compensated by 

the increase of roof area with the roof pitch. The net effect of the reduced heat flux and increased heat 

transfer area for a higher roof pitch is an increase in roof heat loss that exactly matches the increase in 

ceiling heat loss, as the overall energy balance of the steady flow of attic air requires. 

The results shown in Figures 2–4 provide detailed information for the velocity and temperature 

distributions. Such information is critical for a better understanding of the fundamental mechanism of 

momentum and heat transport in the sealed attic spaces. However, for a practical engineering purpose, 
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it is the overall energy performance of the attic spaces that is of the most importance to construction 

professionals and building owners. In the following, the obtained numerical results will be integrated 

and a new heat transfer correlation will be developed to best quantify the overall energy performance 

of the sealed attics.  

The integrated heat transfer rates across the ceiling and roof boundaries are compared in Table 1 for 

the different roof pitch cases. It is clear that the heat transfer rate across each boundary increases with 

the roof pitch. For all the cases, the total heat gain from the ceiling is equal to the total heat loss 

through the roofs (as a result of the overall energy balance for the modeled closed system), and reflects 

the energy consumption share of the attic space in the heating load of the building. Table 1 suggests 

that gable-roof buildings with high pitched roofs will consume more energy for space heating, as 

compared with those with low pitched roofs. As the roof pitch increases from 3/12 to 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, 

and 18/12, the attic heating load is predicted to increase by 0.6%, 2.1%, 4.6%, 6.6%, respectively. 

Table 1. Predicted heat transfer through the ceiling and roof boundaries for sealed attics 

with different roof pitches. 

Pitch Heat Gain from  
Left Ceiling (W/m) 

Heat Gain from  
Right Ceiling (W/m) 

Heat Loss from 
Left Roof (W/m) 

Heat Loss from 
Right Roof (W/m) 

Qt  
(W/m) 

3/12 17.21 16.79 15.78 18.21 34.00 

5/12 17.33 16.87 15.98 18.22 34.20 

8/12 17.57 17.15 17.31 17.41 34.72 

12/12 17.98 17.60 17.71 17.86 35.58 

18/12 18.30 17.93 17.99 18.24 36.23 

It is also clear from Table 1 that regardless of the roof pitch, the heat gain from the right ceiling is 

less than that from the left ceiling, whereas the heat loss through the right roof is more than that 

through the left roof. This is mainly caused by the rising hot plume, as shown by the elevated 

isotherms in Figure 2. The rising hot plume generates a hot spot at both the right ceiling and the right 

roof boundaries. However, the increased temperature within the ceiling hot spot corresponds to a 

reduced temperature difference across the ceiling thickness and thus results in less heat gain from the 

right ceiling, as compared to the left ceiling, whereas the elevated temperature within the roof hot spot 

involves an increased temperature difference across the roof thickness, resulting in a greater heat loss 

through the right roof.  

A correlation for heat transfer dominated by natural convection is typically expressed as a 

relationship between Nusselt number (Nu) and Rayleigh number (Ra). In case of heat transfer in attic 

spaces, both the dimensionless numbers should be defined based on a representative constant 

temperature difference across the attic space, Tct − Trb. Although it is possible to obtain this 

temperature difference by subtracting a curve in Figure 4a by the one corresponding to the same roof 

pitch in Figure 4b and then taking average over the ceiling range, we prefer an alternative approach, 

i.e., evaluating Tct − Trb by the classical method of thermal resistance analysis. An advantage of the 

thermal resistance approach is that the thermal resistance of attic air flow can be obtained as well, 

which itself is also of engineering significance.  
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The thermal resistance diagram for the sealed attics, as shown in Figure 5, suggests that the total 

thermal resistance of the ceiling-air-roof system, Rt, equals the sum of the thermal resistances of the 

sub-systems 

ract RRRR   (15) 

and can be evaluated by  

 
WQ

TT
R

2/t

rtcb
t


  (16) 

where Qt is the total heat transfer rate, as listed in the last column of Table 1. Since the ceiling and roof 

insulations are specified to be R-20 and R-1.2, respectively, Equations (15,16) can be used to obtain all 

the thermal resistances, and the obtained results are listed in Table 2. It should be noted that the Rr 

column in Table 2 is obtained by scaling R-1.2 by the roof-ceiling area ratio, (W2 + H2)1/2/W, so that all 

the resistances are defined based on unit ceiling area. Table 2 shows that the thermal resistance  

of the attic air is around R-5 level and decreases about 31% from the 3/12 pitched attic to the 18/12 

pitched attic.  

Figure 5. Diagram of thermal resistance for sealed attics. 

 

Table 2. Thermal resistances, in R-value (R-1 = 0.17611 Km2/W), for sealed attics with 

different roof pitches.  

Pitch Rt (Total) Rc (Ceiling) Rr (Roof) Ra (Air) 

3/12 26.721 20 1.164 5.556 

5/12 26.565 20 1.108 5.457 

8/12 26.167 20 0.998 5.179 

12/12 25.535 20 0.849 4.686 

18/12 25.077 20 0.666 4.411 

In terms of the resistance diagram (Figure 5) and the thermal resistances listed in Table 2, the 

representative ceiling-top and roof-bottom temperatures are calculated and listed in Table 3.  

A comparison between Table 3 and Figure 4 confirms that the temperatures obtained by the thermal 

resistance analysis are indeed good representatives of the data in Figure 4. Accordingly, the Nusselt 

number and Rayleigh number can be evaluated for each case. The results are listed in Table 3 and 

plotted in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that the (Nu, Ra) data points are almost linearly distributed on a 

log-log plot, suggesting the following empirical correlation for heat transfer in sealed attics  

391.0Ra015.0Nu   (17) 

More experimental or numerical data are needed to fully test the applicable domain of this 

correlation, including if it is approximately valid for situations beyond uniform thermal conditions, e.g., 

those with slight variations in roof-top and ceiling-bottom temperatures.  
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Table 3. Representative ceiling-top and roof-bottom temperatures together with derived 

Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers for sealed attics with different roof pitches.  

Pitch Tct (K) Trb (K) Nu = HQt/2W(Tct − Trb)λ Ra = ρ2cpgβH3(Tct − Trb)/λµ 

3/12 278.03 273.87 42.57 6.14 × 108 

5/12 277.94 273.83 72.23 2.81 × 109 

8/12 277.71 273.76 122.08 1.11 × 1010 

12/12 277.34 273.66 201.43 3.47 × 1010 

18/12 277.05 273.53 321.64 1.12 × 1011 

Figure 6. Correlation for heat transfer in sealed attics developed based on the  

numerical predictions. 

 

3.2. Vented Attics 

For vented attics with different roof pitches and subject to the boundary conditions depicted in 

Figure 1b, the solutions converge after ~2500 time steps, as evident in Figure 7 in terms of the 

temporal evolution of the heat gains from the ceiling and roof boundaries as well as that of the mass 

flow rate across the attic space. Similar to the sealed attic cases, the attic heating load, as represented 

by the heat gain from the ceiling boundary, increases with the roof pitch. As the roof pitch increases 

from 3/12 to 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, the attic heating load increases by 4.8%, 7.3%, 8.6%, and 

10%, respectively. Compared with the sealed attics, the vented attics are predicted to require more 

heating. This is mainly a consequence of that an ambient air temperature (267 K) lower than the roof 

temperature (273 K) is specified. If the ambient air has a temperature higher than the roof temperature, 

the vented attics will require less heating than the sealed attics, as shown in [22]. Another consequence 

of the ambient temperature lower than the roof temperature is that the ventilating air actually gains 

heat from the roofs, in contrast to the sealed attic cases, in which heat is transferred from attic air to the 

roofs. Figure 7 also shows that both the heat gain from the roofs and the mass flow rate of the 

ventilating air increase with the roof pitch. As the roof pitch increases from 3/12 to 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, 
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and 18/12, the mass flow rate of the ventilating air is predicted to increase by 23%, 53%, 83%, and 

124%, respectively. 

Different from the sealed attic cases in which the steady solutions are obtained, the converged 

solutions for the vented attics actually include periodical oscillation, which is reflected by the weak 

waves on some of the curves in Figure 7, and is clearly shown in Figure 8 by the temporal variation of 

the vertical velocity at the location of x = 0 and y = H/2. To our knowledge, such periodical oscillation 

has never been reported for turbulent natural convection in triangles (either closed or open 

configurations), although similar oscillation was reported as a controversial issue by previous studies 

on turbulent natural convection in rectangular enclosures [29,30].  

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of (a) heat gain from the ceiling boundary; (b) heat gain 

from the roof boundaries; and (c) mass flow rate across the attic space for vented attics 

with different roof pitches. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 8. Periodical oscillation in vertical velocity at the location of x = 0 and y = H/2 for 

vented attics with different roof pitches. 

 
In order to clearly show a detailed picture of this periodical oscillation, snapshots of the velocity 

and temperature fields at selected instances within one oscillation cycle for the 12/12 pitch case are 

given in Figures 9,10, in terms of streamlines and isotherms, respectively. It can be observed from 

Figure 9 that the oscillation is mainly confined in the core region and related to the periodical variation 

in vortex intensity of multiple convection cells. As the vortex intensity varies alternately, the spatial 

pattern of convection cells changes as well. In turn, the flow pattern change controls the variation in 

isotherm pattern, as shown in Figure 10. 

Although more theoretical and experimental studies are needed to determine the fundamental 

mechanism that generates this periodical oscillation, we consider such oscillation as physically 

meaningful phenomenon, instead of a reflection of numerical singularity, based on the following 

observations. Firstly, the periodical oscillation is independent of the selection of turbulence model. It is 

found that essentially the same periodical oscillation also appears in solutions based on the SST k-ω 

model [33] for the same vented attic problems. Secondly, the oscillation does not decay with the flow 

time. It does not die out even after hundreds of thousands time steps. Thirdly, the oscillation occurs in 

all the vented attic cases but in none of the sealed attic cases. It suggests that the oscillation may be 

actuated by the additional degrees of freedom provided by the ventilating air. Finally, the period of the 

oscillation seems to be of physical significance. As shown in Figure 8, the oscillations in the 3/12 and 

5/12 attics have a period of around 75 s, while those in the 8/12, 12/12 and 18/12 attics have a period 

of around 150 s. Such a period double phenomenon may have a physical basis, e.g., the number of the 

oscillating convection cells in the high pitched attics is twice that in the lower pitched attics. Since the 

oscillation features captured in Figures 9,10 are hardly represented by the existing RANS turbulence 

models, a direct numerical simulation or large eddy simulation may be the best way to further 

investigate the nature of the periodical oscillation.  

Figure 11 shows the distributions of streamlines and isotherms at t = 10,000 s for the vented attics 

with various roof pitches. Disregarding the influence of the periodical oscillation discussed above, the 

velocity and temperature fields for all the roof pitch cases are basically symmetric about x = 0, which 

is clearly different from the asymmetric fields in the sealed attics shown in Figure 2. It is also clear 
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from Figure 11 that the temperature distribution in the upper portion is stratified, and the thermal 

stratified region grows remarkably with the attic height. 

The predicted temperature distributions at the ceiling and roof boundaries at t = 10,000 s for the 

vented attics with various roof pitches are shown in Figure 12. The peaks and valleys of the curves are 

controlled by the convection cell distributions. For all the cases, the predicted boundary temperatures 

are essentially symmetric about x = 0, and not affected by the periodical oscillation. This may be 

explained by the strongest viscous effects existing along the boundaries. Similar to the sealed attic 

cases, it can be observed in Figure 12 that both the ceiling-top and roof-bottom temperatures tend to 

decrease with the roof pitch. 

The overall thermal performance of the vented attics can be quantified based on a thermal resistance 

analysis, similar to the analysis for the sealed attics. The thermal resistance diagram for the vented 

attics is shown in Figure 13. Different from the resistances in series shown in Figure 5 for the sealed 

attics, the resistance diagram for the vented attics consists of two parallel branches, one for the ceiling 

side and the other for the roof side. Consequently, the resistances on each side are determined 

separately, based on the converged heat gains (Figure 7) from the ceiling and roof boundaries, 

respectively. The obtained various resistances are listed in Table 4, which shows that both the ceiling 

and roof side resistances decrease with the increase in roof pitch.  

Figure 9. Snapshots of predicted streamlines (in kg/m s) at various times in the vented attic 

with a 12/12 pitch. 

 
(a) t = 10016 s (b) t = 10032 s (c) t = 10048 s 

 
(d) t = 10064 s (e) t = 10080 s (f) t = 10096 s 

 
(g) t = 10112 s (h) t = 10128 s (i) t = 10144 s 
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Figure 10. Snapshots of predicted isotherms (in K) at various times in the vented attic with 

a 12/12 pitch. 

 
(a) t = 10016 s (b) t = 10032 s (c) t = 10048 s 

 
(d) t = 10064 s (e) t = 10080 s (f) t = 10096 s 

 
(g) t = 10112 s (h) t = 10128 s (i) t = 10144 s 
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Figure 11. Predicted (left) streamlines (in kg/m s) and (right) isotherms (in K) at  

t = 10,000 s in vented attics with roof pitches of 3/12, 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, 

respectively. 
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Figure 12. Predicted temperatures at the ceiling (a) and roof (b) boundaries at t = 10,000 s 

in vented attics with different roof pitches. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Diagram of thermal resistance for vented attics. 

 

Table 4. Thermal resistances, in R-value (R-1 = 0.17611 Km2/W), for vented attics with 

different roof pitches. 

Pitch Rt,c (Ceiling-Side Total) Ra,c (Ceiling-Side Air) Rt,r (Roof-Side Total) Ra,r (Roof-Side Air) 

3/12 28.480 8.480 19.127 17.963 

5/12 27.176 7.176 13.148 12.040 

8/12 26.541 6.541 9.070 8.072 

12/12 26.229 6.229 6.693 5.844 

18/12 25.964 5.964 4.784 4.118 

In terms of the resistance diagram (Figure 13) and the thermal resistances listed in Table 4, the 

representative ceiling-top and roof-bottom temperatures are calculated and listed in Table 5.  

A comparison between the temperatures listed in Table 5 and the temperature curves in Figure 12 

confirms the effectiveness of the thermal resistance analysis in determining the representative 

boundary temperatures. 
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Table 5. Representative ceiling-top and roof-bottom temperatures together with derived 

Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers for vented attics with different roof pitches.  

Pitch Tct (K) 
Nu = HQc/2W 

(Tct − Tin)λ 
Ra = ρ2cpgβH3

(Tct − Tin)/λµ Trb (K) 
Nu = HQr/2W 

(Trb − Tin)λ 
Ra = ρ2cpgβH3

(Trb − Tin)/λµ 
3/12 274.74 27.91 1.14 × 109 272.63 13.18 8.29 × 108 
5/12 273.87 54.91 4.69 × 109 272.49 32.78 3.75 × 109 
8/12 273.41 96.42 1.79 × 1010 272.34 78.16 1.49 × 1010 

12/12 273.17 152.05 5.83 × 1010 272.24 162.05 4.95 × 1010 
18/12 272.97 238.12 1.90 × 1011 272.16 345.02 1.64 × 1011 

Accordingly defined Nusselt numbers and Rayleigh numbers for both the ceiling and roof sides are 

listed in Table 5 as well. Figure 14 shows that the (Nu, Ra) data points for both the ceiling and roof 

sides are linearly distributed on a log-log plot, and the following empirical correlations are obtained by 

fitting the data points, i.e.,  

417.0Ra0049.0Nu   (18) 

for the ceiling side air flow, and  

618.0Ra00004.0Nu   (19) 

for the roof side air flow. Both the correlations are expected to be valid for vented attics under 

conditions similar to those specified in this study. More experimental or numerical data are needed to 

test if these correlations can be generalized to cover a wider parameter range. 

Figure 14. Correlations for heat transfer on (a) the ceiling side and (b) the roof side within 

vented attics developed based on numerical predictions. 

(a) (b) 
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4. Conclusions 

In this study, the buoyancy-driven turbulent air flows of the sealed and vented attics under winter 

conditions are simulated in terms of the CFD model. In particular, the impacts of roof pitch on air flow 

and heating load for sealed and vented attics are investigated. The findings from the numerical results 

are summarized as follows:  

(1) For all the investigated roof pitches, air flow in the sealed attics is steady and asymmetric, 

while that in the vented attics tend to be an essentially symmetric base flow superimposed by a 

periodical oscillation. 

(2) For both the sealed and vented attics, the heating load monotonically increases with the roof 

pitch. As the roof pitch increases from 3/12 to 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, the attic heating 

load is predicted to increase by 0.6%, 2.1%, 4.6%, 6.6%, respectively, for the sealed attics and 

to increase by 4.8%, 7.3%, 8.6%, and 10%, respectively, for the vented attics.  

(3) The mass flow rate of the ventilating air through the vented attics increases monotonically with 

the roof pitch.  As the roof pitch increases from 3/12 to 5/12, 8/12, 12/12, and 18/12, the  

mass flow rate of the ventilating air is predicted to increase by 23%, 53%, 83%, and  

124%, respectively.  

(4) The heat transfer of turbulent air flow in both the sealed and vented attics can be satisfactorily 

correlated by a simple relationship between appropriately defined Nusselt number and  

Rayleigh number. 

It should be noted that the above-mentioned conclusions are subject to the limitations of the 

modeling assumptions adopted in this study. This research can be furthered in the following aspects: 

(1) Investigating wind effects. The air flows presented in this study are purely driven by buoyancy. 

Such buoyancy-driven cases are corresponding to a worst-case scenario, because real attic 

ventilation is generally enhanced by winds.  

(2) Including moisture transfer. The contribution of the latent heat associated with moisture 

transfer may be significant for the energy performance of attics in humid climates, especially in 

summer times.  
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